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Abstract: The paper provides an analysis of the Federal Government outlays on the International Finance
Centre in Moscow projected until 2020. Volumes and types of private investments, although commonly
recognized, are not addressed in this paper.
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INTRODUCTION ultimate investor data. F.E. Warnock, C. Cleaver

Efforts to diversify the sectoral structure of the inconsistency in terms of locations [5].
national economy, as well as greater access to In a study of the impact of the Offshore finance
international capital markets through the proposed IFC centres (OFC) on the banking sector of the national
provide substantial grounds for setting up such centres economy, A.K. Rose, M.M. Spiegel note that OFCs can
all over the globe [1]. promote competition in the domestic banking sector. The

Special consideration is given to the competition scholars conclude that the geographical proximity to the
between the major cities for attracting major financial OFC is indicative of a more competitive domestic banking
transactions. Moreover, the cities (major finance centres) sector [6].
seek strategic alliances by establishing comparative S.X.B. Zhao, L. Zhang, D.T. Wang assessed the
advantages of an IFC located in a large city for specialised impact  of  location  on  the  IFC.  The  analysis  is based
financial markets [2]. on  the  location  of  the multinational corporations

A series of articles analyzed the connections (MNCs) headquarters. When comparing Beijing and
between the global finance centres by assessing the Shanghai as international finance centres, the scholars
location of several of the world's largest banks [3-4]. The suggest that Beijing will remain as a strategic IFC and
study also notes that the attractiveness of the IFC is Shanghai will continue as an operating IFC, which is
largely dependent on the size of the national economy attributed to the informational and political significance of
and the extent of the international financial activity it Beijing [7].
involves. Foreign banks are largely attracted by the D. Wojcik proved that the IFC companies are more
number of banks involved in the IFC [3]. likely to participate in the initial public offering IPO than

The researchers note that by the year 2000 the the provincial ones due to the proximity of the issuer to
number of banks and the number of offices in the the IPO intermediaries and specialised labour markets, as
international finance centres dropped by 20% as well as corporate governance incentives and institutional
compared to the year 1990, which was mainly attributed to factors [8].
the mergers between parent banks. However, the number In a research into the impact of the current situation
of banks represented in the IFC is the major indicator of on the financial markets on the creation of new
the IFC attractiveness [4]. international finance centres, O.H. Williams, E.C. Suss and

Financial mediation in international finance centres to C. Mendis note that IFC will face higher outlays due to
ensure financial transactions affects the correctness of the new international standards [9].

investigated the issue of the capital flow data
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In a comparative analysis of costs and benefits for Although the Action Plan for the development of an
the government that initiated the establishment of a International Finance Centre in Moscow was officially
financial centre, Tschoegl suggested that while the launched in 2009 [15], a separate federal program was not
benefits of an offshore centre are fairly low, the costs are adopted until 2013 [16]. The Federal Funding Program is
still far below what could be achieved. The government's focused on the achievement of target indicators,
initiative to form a regulatory and tax environment is a although, technically, their (non-) achievement has
necessary but not sufficient condition for the nothing to do with the amounts of funding.
development of a functional financial centre [10]. The target indicators of the government program
Tschoegl’s key point is the international finance centres “The Development of Financial and Insurance Markets
are set up at the initiative of the government. The and the Establishment of the International Finance Centre
government may initiate the formation of an IFC whose in Moscow” show the projected increase in the key
development will largely depend on the demand from indicators of the banking sector and the financial market
major banks [10]. of Russia, which will provide a competitive edge for the

The current state of Russia's financial system is Moscow International Finance Centre in Moscow as
considered in the studies [11-14]. compared  with  other  international financial centres

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION Efforts to achieve the above target indicators, among
other things, are likely to draw on substantial amounts of

The problem of reducing the dependence of the budgetary funds ( Table 2).
Russian economy on oil and gas sector (economic The federal budget yearly expenditure distribution
diversification), among other things, is still an issue that pattern shows that they will be on the increase in 2014
stands. Efforts to create functional international financial (from 10.5% in 2014 to 13.4% in 2020) after a relatively
centre are favoured by many countries with the so-called higher proportion of expenditure in 2013 (18.3%).
"oil and gas background". Although Russia is a specific A comparison of the federal program costs indicates
country in terms of its geographic expanse, which that the control and supervision plan will draw on more
imposes certain restrictions on the development of the budget funds (60% of total funds per annum) than the risk
international financial market institutions, it still offers a management and prudential supervision development
number of benefits. plans (40% of total funds per annum) (Table 2).

(Table 1).

Table 1: The target indicators of the federal program “Development of Financial and Insurance Markets and the Establishment of an International Financial
Centre in Moscow”

Indicators Units 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2020 cf 2013, times
Total assets of the banking sector RUB, trillion 57 64 68 77 84 88 97 104 1,8

USD trillion 1,9 2,1 2,2 2,5 2,8 2,9 3,2 3,4
Annual volume of equity trading RUB, trillion 75 94 118 142 166 186 214 240 3,2

USD trillion 2,5 3,1 3,9 4,7 5,5 6,2 7,1 7,9
The annual volume of IPOs in the domestic market RUB, trillion. 0,4 1,2 2,2 1,8 1,5 1,6 1,7 1,8 4,5

USD billion 13 40 73 60 50 53 56 60
The share of foreign securities in the turnover 
of Russian exchanges % 1,7 2,5 3 3,6 4,3 5,1 5,6 6,2 3,6
Capitalization of Russian public companies % GDP 64 76 88 95 98 100 102 104 1,6
The value of corporative bonds in circulation RUB, trillion 4,8 5,8 6,9 8,2 9,7 11,4 13,3 15,5 3,2

USD trillion 0,2 0,2 0,2 0,3 0,3 0,4 0,4 0,5
Proportion of national prudential standards, 
unified with international standards % 35 40 60 70 80 90 90 100 2,9
Cumulative volume of insurance premiums RUB, trillion 0,9 1,1 1,5 1,9 2,3 2,7 3,3 3,8 4,3

USD billion 30 36 49 62 76 90 108 127
Average insurance premium per capita RUB, thousand 6,3 7,6 10,4 13,1 15,9 19,0 22,8 26,8 4,3

USD 207 253 344 432 527 628 752 885
Share of insurance premiums in 
gross domestic product (GDP) % GDP 1,5 1,8 2,3 2,8 3,3 3,8 4,4 5 3,3
Note: 1 USD = 30.2337 RUB as of 22 February 2013.
Source: calculated from data obtained from [16].
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Table 2: Projected federal budget outlays for the implementation of the federal program "Development of Financial and Insurance Markets and the Establishment of the International Financial
Centre in Moscow"

2013 2014 2015 2016
------------------------------ ------------------------------ ------------------------------- ---------------------------------------

Activities RUB, billion USD mln % RUB, billion USD mln % RUB, billion USD mln % RUB, billion USD mln %
Government monitoring 1,9 62 18,3 1,1 35 10,4 1,1 35 10,5 1,1 37 10,8
and supervision of the 
financial markets
Risk management in 1,2 41 0,7 24 0,7 24 0,7 24
the financial markets 
and the development of 
the system of prudential 
supervision in the 
financial market
Total 3,1 103 1,8 59 1,8 59 1,8 61

2017 2018 2019 2020 Total
-------------------------------- ---------------------------------- -------------------------------- --------------------------------- -----------------------------------------

Activities RUB, billion USD mln % RUB, billion USD mln % RUB, billion USD mln % RUB, billion USD mln % RUB, billion USD mln %
Government monitoring 1,2 39 11,4 1,3 42 12,3 1,3 44 12,9 1,4 45 13,4 10,2 339 100,0
 and supervision of the 
financial markets
Risk management in the 0,8 26 0,8 28 0,9 29 0,9 30 6,8 226
financial markets and 
the development of the 
system of prudential 
supervision in the 
financial market
Total 2,0 65 2,1 70 2,2 73 2,3 75 17,1 564
Note: 1 USD = 30.2337 RUB as of 22 February 2013.
Source: calculated from data obtained from [16].

At the end of 2013, the federal program "Development 3. Choi,  S.R.,  A.E.  Tschoegl  and C.M. Yu, 1986.
of Financial and Insurance Markets and the Establishment
of an International Finance Centre in Moscow" was
integrated with the program "Management of Public
Finances"[17] retaining the same funding sources. 

CONCLUSION

The establishment of the International Finance Centre
in Moscow was primarily driven by the Russian
government, the initiative which is widely practiced in
setting up the already existing international finance
centres. The Moscow International Finance Centre federal
program spending structure is dominated by the costs
incurred for the control and supervisory functions, rather
than those incurred for risk management and the
development of the prudential supervision system.
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